Despite the high technical relevance of early flame kernel development for the reduction of cycle-to-cycle variations in spark ignition engines, there is still a need for a better fundamental understanding of the governing in-cylinder phenomena in order to enable resilient early flame growth. To isolate the effects of small-and large-scale turbulent flow motion on the young flame kernel, a three-dimensional DNS database has been designed to be representative for engine part load conditions. The analysis is focussed on flame displacement speed and flame area in order to investigate effects of flame structure and flame geometry on the global burning rate evolution. It is shown that despite a Karlovitz number of up to 13, which is at the upper range of conventional engine operation, thickening of the averaged flame structure 
Introduction
Combustion stability is a prerequisite for more efficient spark ignition (SI) engine operation [1, 2] and reduced engine-out emissions [3, 4] . However, the reduction of cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV) by design or control measures is challenging due to the complex multi-physics and multi-scale nature of the in-cylinder processes, which are not completely understood.
From experimental investigations, it is known that CCV are correlated with fluctuations in early flame kernel development [5] . Even under conditions that lead to misfires, spark ignition was found to successfully initiate a flame kernel, which extinguishes during the early growth phase [6] . By using advanced optical diagnostics, prolonged chemical time scales due to exposure of the small flame to locally lean or diluted mixture [7] , or fluctuations in large-scale flow structures [8, 9] and kinetic energy [10] could be identified as sources for cyclic variability. Under fully premixed in-cylinder conditions, variations in burning velocity during the transition phase from ignition kernels to fully developed turbulent flames were found to be one major contributor to CCV [9] . However, the role of turbulence during early flame kernel development has not been assessed experimentally due to diagnostic challenges. To isolate certain physical effects that govern early flame growth, well-designed numerical experiments in simplified configurations can be very useful.
Various numerical studies on flame kernel development in simplified configurations are available in the literature, which are mainly based on either two-dimensional DNS with complex transport and chemistry or threedimensional DNS with simplified transport and/or chemistry. Fundamental investigations on laminar flame kernel/flow interactions were performed by Echekki and Kolera-Gokula [11] and Vasudeo et al. [12] . Two governing physical parameters, the ratio of vortex and flame sizes, as well as the ratio of vortex strength and burning velocity were identified, and a qualitative regime diagram was proposed. A similar study on flame kernel development, but in two-dimensional turbulence, was conducted by Reddy and Abraham [13] . In the proposed regime diagram, the ratio of integral length scale and kernel size, as well as the ratio of turbulent velocity fluctuation and burning velocity appear as independent parameters. While these studies have established a qualitative understanding of global flame kernel/flow interactions, quan-titative differences between identified regimes and consequences for cyclic variations in engines could not be extracted from the datasets.
Flame propagation characteristics of small flame kernels developing in more realistic turbulence have been analyzed in several DNS studies. Klein et al. [14] investigated response of the flame displacement speed to curvature and found significant differences as compared to a statistically planar flame.
The flame structure of an early kernel in stratified mixture was studied by Chakraborty et al. [15] . Increased turbulent velocity fluctuations were found to have detrimental effects on ignition due to increased mixture fraction gradients and locally reduced flame propagation velocities. From a parametric study on flame kernel development at various equivalence ratios and turbulence intensities [16] , flame/flame interactions and local extinction were found to become increasingly important at higher velocity fluctuations. Extinction of an ignition kernel before reaching the critical radius for self-sustaining flame propagation, was studied by Uranakara et al. [17] . A particle-based analysis was utilized to understand the effect of turbulence-enhanced heat loss leading to global extinction.
Despite the numerous existing studies on various aspects of early flame kernel development, it is still uncertain if the known phenomena can sufficiently explain the occurrence of CCV in SI engines, and which effects are dominant. In the present work, a DNS database has been carefully designed with all parameters being representative for engine part load conditions to allow for conclusions of practical relevance. A systematic parameter study was carried out to isolate the consequences of a particular feature of early kernel growth in engines, viz. the initially small flame size relative to the integral length scale of turbulence.
The present manuscript is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the governing parameters for the global heat release rate are derived. Details of the DNS datasets are described in Sect. 3 and the relevance for actual engines is discussed. A comprehensive analysis of the integral heat release rate during flame development with consideration of both flame structure and flame geometry evolution is presented in Sect. 4.
Mathematical Formulation: Key Quantities of Interest
Technical devices for chemical energy conversion are typically characterized by quantities which describe the overall system behavior. One of the most important characteristics impacting SI engine thermal efficiency is the global heat release rate, which would ideally approach the limit of constantvolume combustion. Hence, integral reaction progress is one of the main quantities to be considered for engine combustion process assessment and combustion model accuracy tests. In the following, the key flame parameters which will be subject of detailed analysis in Sect. 4, will be derived.
To quantify the global heat release rate, a reaction progress variable c is considered, which is commonly defined as the sum of mass fractions of major combustion products [18] . Applying the Reynolds transport theorem to the transport equation of c yields its rate of change inside the domain Ω encompassing the entire flame:
Here, V denotes a volume, ρ is the density, u i is the local fluid velocity,ω c 
Note that the diffusion term has been split into contributions by normal and tangential diffusion [20] , which can be useful to express s d by a normalpropagation velocity s rn , and a curvature term. The resulting propagation form of the scalar transport equation reads
where the generalized flame surface density Σ is computed by averaging the flame surface densities corresponding to every iso-level c * [19] :
where A c denotes the area of a progress variable iso-surface and it is assumed that the filter operator F is given by a box filter in physical space. Note that Σ Ω can be interpreted as a representative surface area per unit volume, obtained by averaging all scalar iso-surface areas in that volume.
Similarly, the generalized iso-surface average of any quantity ϑ is introduced:
i.e. the averaging operation is defined by computing the surface integral of ϑ over each scalar iso-surface, averaging over all iso-levels, and normalizing by the averaged scalar iso-surface area.
In Eq. (3), the global stretch factor is defined by:
where ρ u and s 0 l,u are the density and laminar burning velocity with respect to the unburned mixture of an unstretched, premixed flame. Originally, I 0 was introduced for modeling of stretched flames [21] . In general, I 0 quantifies the deviation from the reaction-diffusion balance of a reference flame, e.g. due to spark ignition, stretch, or turbulent mixing effects.
Eqs. (1) and (3) can be combined to express the integral reaction progress variable rate-of-change as function of the global stretch factor, and the average flame area per domain volume:
Note that I 0 and A c,Ω are measures for externally invoked changes in flame structure and geometry, respectively. In this work, analysis of flame kernel development aims at identifying cause-effect-relationships that determine the temporal evolution of these two key parameters I 0 (cf. Sect. 4.1) and A c,Ω (cf. Sect. 4.2), as well as their dynamics.
DNS Database
To approach the complexity of early flame kernel development and allow Finally, the approximations and assumptions introduced to realize an enginerelevant DNS setup are discussed in Sect. 3.5.
DNS System of Equations
The dataset is based on the solution of reacting flow equations for constantvolume combustion in the low-Mach number limit. Mass conservation is expressed by ∂ρ ∂t
The balance equation for fluid momentum reads
where the viscous stress tensor is given by
and µ is the dynamic viscosity. The strain rate tensor S ij is defined as:
Note that the pressure gradient term in Eq. (9) contains the hydrodynamic pressure p (2) , which is in fact used to enforce continuity instead of solving Eq. (8) discretely. The notation is chosen to be consistent with the asymptotic analysis by Müller [22] .
Efficient solution of multi-species transport necessitates a simplified description of mass diffusion. In this work, the Curtiss-Hirschfelder approximation [23] is used with additional consideration of the Soret effect (thermodiffusion). Then, the balance equation for mass fraction Y k of species k
where the effects of multi-species diffusion and thermodiffusion in have been combined into the diffusion velocity
and v mc j is determined from the condition
Note that Einstein's summation convention does not apply to the species index. For simplicity, all species Lewis numbers are set to unity, i.e. all diffusivities are equal to the mixture thermal diffusivity D th = λ/(ρc p ). In Eq. (13), X k and D T,k denote the molar fraction and the thermal diffusion coefficient of species k, respectively. Chemical source terms in Eq. (12) are computed from a modified kinetic scheme based on the skeletal iso-octane mechanism by Pitsch and Peters [24] , which consists of 26 species and 40 reactions. Reaction rates have been calibrated using the methods by Cai and
Pitsch [25] to match experimental data at elevated pressures [26] .
To allow for density calculation from an equation of state, a transport equation for temperature is solved:
where the thermal conductivity is denoted as λ, the mixture specific heat capacity at constant pressure is named c p , the total specific enthalpy of species k is referred to as h k , and a source term to model spark ignition is introduced asṠ ign (cf. Sect. 3.4). Note that radiation and viscous heating have been neglected. In preliminary investigations using an optically thin gas model, it was found that radiation would reduce the unstretched laminar burning velocity by 0.03 % under the present conditions.
The local cell density is computed from the ideal gas law
where R is the universal gas constant and W denotes the molecular weight of the mixture. An additional constraint for constant-volume combustion is
given by global mass conservation:
where the volume integral is computed over the flow domain Ω. Eqs. (16) and (17) are used to update both background pressure p (0) and density ρ.
With this, the system of equations required to solve the reacting flow problem is closed.
To analyze the global heat release rate, a reaction progress variable will be used in Sect. 4 . If the progress variable definition based on a reduced sum of species mass fractions [27] was applied in this study, a more complex progress variable transport equation than Eq. (1) would emerge. This is due to the model expression used to describe multi-species diffusion and due to the Soret effect (cf. Eq. (12)). To simplify the analysis and make the dataset more accessible for modeling, a new reaction progress variable ζ is defined by the solution of the transport equation
The chemical source term is chosen as the sum of source terms of main product species:ω
Note that Eq. (18) can be obtained from the sum of the transport equations of the major species (cf. Eq. (12)), if the Soret effect is neglected and constant molecular weight of the mixture is assumed.
Numerical Discretization
The present DNS database has been generated with the CIAO code [28] using a time-and space-staggered finite-difference reactive Navier-Stokes solver on Cartesian grids. Mass, momentum, and kinetic energy are conserved discretely in the low-Mach number formulation [29] . In this study, the momentum equations are discretized with a fourth-order-accurate central difference scheme. For the scalar transport equations, a weighted essentially non-oscillatory (WENO5) scheme [30] is used. This scheme has fourth-order accuracy in smooth monotone regions and third-order accuracy near discontinuities. Using combinations of higher-order finite difference and upwind-biased schemes may result in inconsistencies between discrete mass conservation and scalar convection. To avoid this issue, a finite-volume mass flux is used in the scalar transport equations [31] .
Time integration is performed with a second-order-accurate Crank-Nicolson scheme [32] . For time-advancement of the Navier-Stokes equations, a variant of the fractional step method is used [33, 34] . The pressure correction is obtained by solving the Poisson equation with the algebraic multi-grid solver
Hypre Boomer AMG [35, 36] . To efficiently advance the stiff advectiondiffusion-reaction equations for species and temperature, the symmetric operator splitting proposed by Strang [37] is used. The resulting system of ordinary differential equations for the zero-dimensional homogeneous reactor in each grid cell is solved using a fully time-implicit backward difference method [38, 39] . The Jacobian is evaluated analytically for computational efficiency. All datasets have been computed on grids with 960 3 cells. Numerical accuracy tests performed on one-dimensional laminar flames under DNS conditions are reported in Sect. 1.1 of the supplementary material.
Physical Configuration
Mixture state and composition have been chosen to be representative for fully homogeneous, stoichiometric SI engine operation at low load. To enable a better understanding of how the flow alters the young flame kernel, Lewis numbers (Le) of all species have been artificially set to unity. Flame response in presence of differential diffusion will be investigated in a future study. Mixture properties of the DNS are summarized in Tab. 1. The thermodynamic state is given by the pressure p (0) and temperature of the unburned gas T u , respectively. In this study, the laminar flame thickness l f is computed from the maximum temperature gradient, while a turbulent length scale representative for the integral scales is given by l t = u 3 /ε, using the mean dissipation rate ε. Except for the integral length scale of turbulence, which is approximately 2.5 times smaller than in a practical engine, the conditions are realistic have been generated and will be analyzed in detail:
-Engine Kernel II: t sim. = 1.0 · τ t .
• Large flame kernel, D 0 /l t = 2.0,
While flame kernels were computed in a constant volume setting, an outflow Flame conditions throughout the DNS are illustrated in the regime diagram of turbulent premixed combustion [42] in Fig. 2 . The diagram has been adjusted to be representative for the unburned mixture defined in Tab. 1.
More details on the definitions of the characteristic numbers in the diagram are discussed in Sect. 1.3 of the supplementary material. In Fig. 2 , it can be seen that the present DNS is parameterized such that it falls into the thin reaction zones regime, which is commonly the case for SI engine combustion. 
Flame Initialization
To be consistent with realistic engine flame development, an ignition heat source has been employed to initialize the flame kernels. The source term is defined to vary smoothly in time and space such that the low-Mach number flow and ideal gas regimes remain valid. A non-dimensional time is introduced using the ignition duration τ ign aŝ
The ignition source term in Eq. (15) is given bẏ
where a spherical reference volume is defined by V ign = 4/3πR 3 ign for a given ignition radius R ign , and E ign denotes an ignition energy parameter. The time-dependent scaling factor ψ t is determined by
where C = 0.603 is a constant. For the engine flame kernel configuration, the ignition parameters were selected as τ ign = 0.16 t f = 15 µs, R ign = 4 l f = 0.27 mm and E ign = 0.32 mJ to rapidly initiate a flame, but avoid the occurrence of excessive temperatures. These parameter choices are consistent with previous studies, where similar spark duration [43] and ignition kernel size [17, 44] settings were used. From experimental investigations it is known that in absence of excessive heat losses to the spark plug electrodes, ignition is generally more difficult to achieve in turbulent flows as compared to quiescent mixtures [45] . In the present work, a 40 % higher ignition energy than the minimum ignition energy (MIE) of a laminar, non-unity-Lewis-number flame was found to reliably initiate a flame kernel in multiple realizations of the initial turbulent flow field. The resulting excess temperature in the burned region of the flame kernels mostly decays until (t ≈ 1.0 · τ t ), as shown in Fig. S-6 of the supplementary material.
In case of the planar flame, applying a heat source for flame initialization would activate a large volume expanding in only one spatial direction, which would lead to significant artificial perturbations of the surrounding flow field.
Therefore, the planar flame has been introduced into the simulation domain by mapping a one-dimensional laminar unstretched flame solution onto the DNS grid.
Engine Relevance of the DNS Setup
In this section, the practical relevance of the small-flame-kernel DNS datasets will be discussed, which are the main reference flames discussed in this study. To make DNS of early flame kernel development under engine conditions computationally feasible, several assumptions and simplifications have been introduced. First, a periodic simulation domain has been used, which acts as a constant-volume combustion chamber. In a real engine, the in-cylinder volume changes due to piston motion. However, since early flame kernel development takes place close to top dead center (TDC), piston displacement and associated volumetric change are rather small. Due to the small kernel size compared to the total in-cylinder volume, isobaric combustion can be assumed. In the DNS, expansion of the burned gas induces an increase in background pressure and temperature of the unburned mixture by 8.5 and 2 %, respectively. From one-dimensional simulations it was found that compared to initial conditions, the laminar burning velocity is increased by 2 %, while the laminar flame thickness is reduced by 7 % at the end of the DNS run time. interactions [49] . In the present dataset, the turbulence intensity was chosen to be at the lower end of engine-relevant conditions. Hence, a realistic
Damköhler number could be achieved [50] .
In addition to these necessary model abstractions, several simplifications have been introduced to first clarify the impact of turbulence on the flame and allow for systematic future studies. Of primary interest will be early flame response to strong stretch in presence of preferential diffusion effects, influences of scalar inhomogeneities, as well as flame kernel development in non-equilibrium turbulence.
Analysis of the Global Heat Release Rate
The following analysis aims at clarifying the effects of turbulence on the integral heat release rate during flame kernel development, which according to Eq. (7) is influenced by two quantities, the averaged local flame displacement speed s d and the total flame surface area A Ω or global flame surface density Σ Ω . Hence, the temporal evolution of these governing quantities will be investigated and run-to-run variations will be analyzed.
The flame-integrated progress variable source termω ζ Ω has been computed for both engine-relevant kernel realizations and is plotted in Fig. 3 (a) as function of time. Although the present stoichiometric flame conditions with fully homogeneous unburned mixture and without any heat losses or flame/wall interactions represent rather stable engine combustion, the heat release rate of Engine Kernel I is temporarily up to 25 % lower than in Engine Kernel II. While the difference in stretch factor I 0 between the flame kernel realizations is less than 5.5 % in the present unity-Lewis-number limit, the global flame surface density Σ Ω evolution exhibts stronger run-to-run variations (cf. Fig. 3 (b) ). This observation is somewhat expected since flame surface area production is governed by the low-wavenumber range of the turbulent energy spectrum, i.e. flame kernels of comparable size to the integral length scale are not yet exposed to a statistically homogeneous flow field.
However, the flame structure and displacement speed might be altered by small-scale turbulent mixing, which will be investigated in the next section.
A detailed analysis of flame area dynamics will be presented in Sect. 4.2.
Mean Flame Displacement Speed Evolution
In order to quantify deviations in displacement speed from a laminar unstretched premixed flame, the stretch factor I 0 (cf. Eq. (6)) is considered.
In addition to stretch effects, I 0 quantifies the acceleration of the flame by ignition, and the amplification of molecular mixing by small-scale turbulence according to Damköhler's second hypothesis [51] . Since flame conditions in SI engines are typically situated close to the unity-Karlovitz-number boundary of the thin reaction zones regime, i.e. Karlovitz numbers range between 1 and 10 (cf. Fig. 2 ), an assessment of deviations from the corrugated flamelet behavior is desirable in terms of modeling.
For a comprehensible analysis, the flame-integrated stretch factor I 0 is split into components by normal-propagation and by tangential diffusion (cf.
Eq. 2):
where
Here, κ (ζ) denotes the mean curvature computed from the scalar gradient field of the reaction progress variable ζ, which is defined by the solution of Eq. (18) . Note that this definition simplifies the analysis, since complex diffusion effects, such as thermodiffusion, are implicitly contained in ζ and no additional terms other than those given in Eq. (23) must be considered when splitting the displacement speed into its components. The numerical formulation derived for conservative splitting of the diffusion term is provided in Sect. 1.6 of the supplementary material. With respect to the sign convention used in this work, normal vectors are directed towards negative scalar gradients:
For brevity, the superscript indicating the scalar field from which the quantities have been computed will be omitted hereafter. Note that from the definition of the normal vector in Eq. (26) on average not lead to enhanced mixing under the considered engine-relevant Karlovitz-number conditions with unity Lewis number.
Still, it is to be shown to which extent small-scale turbulent mixing alters the flame structure in the present dataset and how fast such perturbations develop. For this purpose, temperature mean and standard deviation profiles will be considered as function of spatial coordinate. The origin of the local one-dimensional coordinate system is located at the temperature level corresponding to the maximum heat release rate in a laminar unstretched flame. This choice is motivated by the expected laminar flamelet behavior of the inner layer in the thin reaction zones regime [42] . A signed distance function field relative to this reference iso-surface is computed by using a parallel implementation of the fast marching method [52] .
In Fig. 5 (a) , conditional mean temperature profiles extracted from the small flame kernel dataset are compared to two laminar reference flames.
Besides the common laminar unstretched configuration, an unsteady spherical expanding flame has been computed using parameters analogous to the flame kernel DNS. The plotted temperature profile has been extracted at a time corresponding to (t = 1.7 · τ t ). As can be seen from the engine flame kernel data shown in Fig. 5 (a) , the flame structure of both realizations is initially determined by the ignition heat source. At (t = 0.1 · τ t ), the burned gas region reaches temperatures well above the adiabatic flame temperature, while ahead of the flame, increased temperatures are observed up to a distance of approximately two times the laminar flame thickness. As the young flame expands, ignition artefacts in the preheat zone rapidly disappear. At (t = 0.5 · τ t ), the low-temperature region of the laminar spherical expanding reference flame is almost recovered by the conditional mean data. Compared to the unstretched reference flame, the preheat region of the spherical flames is slightly thinner, possibly due to tangential diffusion effects. In the high-temperature region, the conditional mean profile of the turbulent flame kernel approaches the laminar reference flame structure after (t = 1.0 · τ t ), which is consistent with the decay of ignition effects observed in Fig. 4 . It is shown in Fig. S-9 of the supplementary material that the conditional mean temperature profile remains very similar to a laminar flame structure until the end of the simulation. Hence, the turbulent flame structure is on average not thickened by small-scale turbulent mixing under the present conditions with Karlovitz numbers below 14, as already concluded from the near-laminar normal displacement speed which was discussed in the context of Fig. 4 .
To quantify the degree of turbulent mixing inside the flame structure of the small kernel, conditional temperature standard deviation profiles as function of distance to the reference iso-surface are depicted in Fig. 5 (b) . Shortly after ignition, locally increased temperatures are present up to four times the laminar flame thickness ahead of the ignition kernel. As expected, due to the short eddy turnover times at small length scales, temperature fluctuations inside the preheat region develop quickly. At (t = 0.25 · τ t ), the standard deviation reaches up to 15 % of the mean, and is very close to the profiles extracted at later times. Since turbulence is decaying in the present configuration, small-scale eddies are dissipated as time proceeds. Consequently, temperature fluctuations slightly decrease in magnitude towards the end of the simulation (cf. Fig. 5,(b) and Fig. S-9 (b) in the supp. material).
It has been shown that in the engine-relevant flame kernel datasets, smallscale turbulent mixing develops quickly (t < 0.25 · τ t ), while ignition effects are visible until (t = 0.8 · τ t ). Interestingly, turbulence does not seem to alter the mean displacement speed of the small flame kernel under the present Karlovitz-number (4 < Ka < 14), fully premixed engine conditions at unity Lewis number, which are located well inside the thin reaction zones regime.
However, there is a chance that the flame structure is preferentially perturbed in regions of reduced scalar gradients, e.g. where curvatures are high. Results extracted from the large flame kernel and planar flame datasets are not shown for brevity, but lead overall to the same conclusions.
Evolution of Flame Surface Area
As it was shown in Fig. 3 (a) , significant run-to-run variations in the global heat release rate of both engine-relevant flame kernel realizations exist, which must be reflected in the evolution of flame structure and/or flame geometry according to Eq. (7). While the flame displacement speed was shown to be similar in both kernel realizations (cf. Fig. 4 ), noticeable differences in global flame surface density (total flame area) were observed during the early kernel development phase (cf. Fig. 3 (b) ).
According to To identify important phenomena leading to enhanced or reduced global heat release rate, flame dynamics are studied by means of the scalar isosurface area rate-of-change [55] . In this way, results from different flame geometries can be directly compared. The analysis is based on the reaction progress variable ζ defined by the solution of Eq. (18) . In a reference frame attached to the scalar iso-surface, the total time derivative of any quantity ϑ is given as:
For ϑ = ζ, the total time derivative in the moving reference frame vanishes and Eq. (27) can be used to compute the iso-surface displacement speed s d .
Since the flame structure has finite thickness with varying contributions of convection, reaction, and diffusion in addition to changing flow conditions across the flame, choosing one scalar iso-surface for flame-integral analysis may not be representative. Here, the time derivative of an averaged scalar iso-surface area A ζ,Ω = Ω |∇ζ| dV obtained by averaging over all reaction progress variable iso-surfaces [19] , is considered:
where the tangential strain rate is defined as:
Note that instead of using s d in Eq. (28) 
Integral Flame Surface Area Dynamics
In order to identify specific features of the small, engine-relevant flame kernel configuration, the integral flame surface area rates-of-change computed from all four DNS datasets are plotted in Fig. 6 (a) . First, we focus on the dynamics of the planar flame, which was initialized from a laminar unstretched flame profile superimposed on the turbulent flow, without ignition heat source. Area production rapidly increases until a maximum is reached near (t = 0.25 · τ t ), where dissipative effects begin to balance the production terms. At (t = 2.1 · τ t ), the equilibrium between area production and dissipation is reached, i.e. the turbulent flame can be considered as developed. This result is in good agreement with Peters' estimate for flame brush development [56] . In contrast to the planar dataset, spherical flames with finite radius will always produce flame surface area. Another difference is caused by the ignition heat source applied to both, the large and the engine flame kernel configurations. Due to thermal expansion and accelerated flame propagation, area growth is initially very high. Until the end of the flame kernel simulations, net area production rates reduce, since the area dissipation mechanisms may develop similarly to the planar flame, and additionally, mean positive curvatures decrease due to flame growth, leading to less production of surface area (cf. Eq. (28)).
Regarding the observed run-to-run variations in flame kernel surface area (cf. Fig. 3 (b) ), note that Engine Kernel I exhibits a plateau in net surface area production for (0.6τ t < t < 0.9τ t ), while the other flame configurations globally show strictly decreasing behavior. With the occurrence of the plateau, the total area rate-of-change of Engine Kernel I becomes larger than in Engine Kernel II, which reduces the difference in flame area between both kernel realizations (cf. Fig. 3 (b) ). Similar deviations in global stretch rate were previously observed between flame kernel realizations in two- [53] and three-dimensional [54] DNS. It will be shown in Sect. 4.2.2 that also in local regions of the planar flame, net area rate-of-change fluctuates noticeably, even after the flame is on average fully developed. Hereafter, the physical origin of this behavior will be further investigated since it can be relevant for CCV in engines.
For a deeper analysis, the production and dissipation terms of flame area are considered separately. To this end, all three terms in the r.h.s. of Eq. (28) have been computed for both Engine Kernel I and II, and are plotted in than the flame area production due to tangential strain a t . This implies that the evolution of curvature plays a substantial role in flame area dynamics.
However, one may expect variations in curvature to alter the normal propagation term s rn κ as well, which is not evidenced by the results in Fig. 6 (b) .
This aspect will be revisited in the next section by comparison to results computed from local flame front segments of the planar flame.
Local Flame Surface Area Dynamics
To investigate if the observed stochastic flame kernel area growth (cf.
Sect is approximately 49 times larger than the area of the small flame kernel.
Expressed in integral length scales, each planar-flame subset contains a mean flame area of (2 l t × 2 l t ). In the following, it will be shown that the crucial role of flame curvature for flame area dynamics during early flame kernel development translates to local regions of the developed planar flame, but appears through different mechanisms.
In Fig. 7 (a) , the time evolution of flame area rate-of-change in each local analysis segment of the planar flame is compared to the total flame area change, analogously to Fig. 6 (a) . It can be concluded that locally, the flame area production/dissipation balance fluctuates noticeably, even after the turbulent flame is on average fully developed. Similar to the analysis in Sect. 4.2.1, the origin of the fluctuations will be briefly discussed, focussing on the minimum/maximum in area rate-of-change of the two selected subsets during (1.25τ t < t < 2.1τ t ). According to Fig. 7 (b) , local variations in flame area production by tangential strain are small during this time interval. However, pronounced variations in both curvature-dependent terms occur, which cause the temporal variations in net flame area dynamics of the selected flame front segments. This is different from the engine-relevant flame kernel configuration, where no significant run-to-run variations in the normal propagation term were observed. Note that there seems to be some correlation between the strictly negative scalar dissipation effect −D th κ 2 , and the normal propagation term s rn κ, which mainly follows the sign of curvature.
Hence, the temporal variations in local net area dynamics of the developed planar flame might be attributed to variations in negatively curved regions.
To clarify this difference between small flame kernels and the developed flame, the normal propagation term has been split into contributions from positively and negatively curved flame regions. The results depicted in Fig. 8 confirm that in the planar flame, local variations in flame area rate-of-change can be attributed to the dissipative (negative) kinematic restoration effect.
By contrast, differences between flame kernel realizations occur irrespectively of the curvature sign, which mostly cancel out when the net effect of flame normal propagation on flame area dynamics, i.e. s rn κ, is considered. Since the evolution of I 0,rn was shown be very similar for both Engine Kernel I and II (cf. Fig. 4 ), different flow conditions at the spark location of Engine Kernel I seem to result in larger curvature magnitudes, i.e. different flame geometry in both positively and negatively curved flame regions. These run-to-run variations in curvature evolution due to flame kernel/turbulence interactions will be investigated in a future study.
Conclusions
Since the reduction of CCV is crucial for improving SI engine efficiency and emissions, an understanding of the root causes of the known CCV correlation with early flame kernel development is desirable. In this work, a DNS database has been carefully designed to represent engine part load conditions while allowing for systematic parametric studies. The analysis has been focussed on quantities that are of particular interest for modeling the integral heat release rate, i.e. mean flame displacement speed and flame area (or flame brush) evolution. Under the present fully homogeneous, enginerelevant conditions at unity Lewis number, the following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the flame structure and flame displacement speed:
• Turbulent perturbations of the preheat zone develop within short time (t < 0.25 · τ t ).
• On average, no flame thickening due to turbulent mixing is found, despite a Karlovitz number of Ka ≈ 10.
• After ignition effects have decayed, the mean normal-displacement speed is identical to the laminar burning velocity of an unstretched premixed flame (I 0,rn = 1).
These observations are equally valid for more realistic Reynolds numbers, where we expect similar Karlovitz but higher Damköhler numbers.
Regarding run-to-run variations in the global heat release rate during early flame kernel development, variations in flame geometry have been identified as the primary cause under the present flame conditions. The analysis of flame area rate-of-change has shown the following:
• The engine-relevant flame kernel configuration exhibits run-to-run variations in net flame area production, comparable to previous studies [53, 54] .
• Complementary analyses of local flame front segments of the planar flame with about the flame area of the small kernels have shown that temporal variations in integrated flame area rate-of-change occur in developed flames as well.
• In both flame configurations, the variations are mainly caused by the curvature-dependent terms in the flame area balance equation, not by the production terms due to strain.
• Local variations in flame area of the developed flame can be attributed to negatively curved flame front portions. By contrast, run-to-run variations in total flame kernel surface area are equally caused by differences in curvature evolution in both positively and negatively curved regions due to different flow conditions at the two investigated spark locations.
While the present findings on flame kernel area evolution highlight the imporance of curvature dynamics during flame kernel development, differential diffusion and spark ignition effects can be expected to additionally play an important role, which will be systematically investigated in future studies.
